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-  Learn how to program buttons to move 

another object around 

 

            See individual lesson plan 

ALL I can write code to program a button to make a 

helicopter move  

MOST I can write code to program different buttons 

that can be used to control a helicopter  

SOME I can write code to program a button to make a 

helicopter stop and hover and explain how my code works 

Use of search engines to 

research Roald Dahl.  

  

Children to use TuX paint to 

create their own twit themed 

images  

  

Children to use Espresso Twit 

themed topic box.  

  

Children to use I pads to take 

photographs of work based on 

the twits themed work 
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- Learn how to program buttons to move 

another object around, so you can create a 

simple game 

 

           See individual lesson plan 

 

 

ALL I can write code to program a button to make 

Princess Preetha move  

MOST I can write code to program different buttons to 

control Princess Preetha and explain how the code 

executes  

SOME I can design and program an app and explain how it 

works 
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- Learn how to give instructions to make 

objects on the screen move when the 

program starts. 

 
          See individual lesson plan 

ALL I can program a button logically to make Wozzina 

Witch move  

MOST I can program different buttons logically to 

control Wozzina Witch and explain how the code executes 

SOME I can design an app and program buttons logically 

to make objects move and disappear. I can also explain 

how my app works 
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- Learn how to program buttons to move a 

monster around the screen, seeking items 

of fruit 

 
            See individual lesson plan 

ALL I can program buttons logically to make Hungry 

Migbod move  

MOST I program buttons logically to control Hungry 

Migbod and make the fruit disappear. I can also debug my 

code when there is a problem S 

SOME I can debug my code to fix a problem in my game 

and explain what I have done  
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- Learn to make your own app or game, 

using click and start events 

 
           See individual lesson plan 

ALL I can design and program an app in which a button is 

programmed logically to control an object  

MOST I can design and program an app in which buttons 

are programmed logically to control objects. I can debug 

code when there is a problem  

SOME I can explain how the code for my app is working 

and how I debugged the code when there was a problem 

 

 


